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TALENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
Performances After Lunch (PAL) is a platform that
operates under the administration of Kenya Cultural
Centre incorporating Kenya National Theatre (KCC-NT).
The main aim of PAL is to identify, develop and nurture
PAL artists through capacity building, networking and
partnerships. KCC-NT desires to give PAL a national
outlook especially as a talent development platform
and reach more artists even those in the marginalized
communities. Accordingly, it begun implementing PAL
in different counties in Kenya. Currently, there are
ten satellites in ten counties (Lodwar, Narok, Kisumu,
Embu, Meru, Busia, Nakuru, Kilifi, Kakamega and
Mombasa).
Most artists in these platforms lack adequate skills to
perform long pieces and integrate them with other art disciplines to enable them earn a living from their art
and positively influence the society. Accordingly, there is need to enhance their artistic skills for writing and
performing, entrepreneurial skills and personal branding.
KCC-NT has designed activities that will help bridge the existing skills gap and revamp the existing PAL
satellites. These activities include; developing a training curriculum, holding auditions to select 10 PAL artists
from each satellite that have never done a full show, hold two weeks online training for the selected artists,
provide mentors for each satellite, hold a PAL festival and competition in each satellite to select three artists
who will proceed to the national PAL festival and competition. The top three artists will win a cash prize.
Notably, the National PAL Competition and Festival will happen on 3rd November 2022 during KCC@70
celebrations.
We will keep you informed to aid you in identifying possible areas of participation.

EDITORIAL
It is another new month and your favorite theatre publication “Theatre Digest” is out. We provide you with
engaging reviews and commentary on performing arts, theatre and entertainment showcased here at Kenya
National Theatre for the month of August 2022.
Despite the uncertainty during and after the general elections, we had amazing shows for the month of
August. We are grateful for all theatre production companies who have kept the fire burning. We would like
to let you know that the theatre scene is vibrant and the future is bright.
This newsletter has provided a lineup of upcoming shows happening in September. We also have much
more for your reading pleasure. Learn more about Macondo Literary Festival by Macondo Book Society;
shaggy wonder, CEO, Too funny Productions; and enjoy a review of the ‘Kipande’ stage play. Delight in the
read and let us have your feedback. We are social, join the conversation.

EDITORIAL
Kevin Kimani Kahuro - Principal Creative Production Officer
Lucy Muthaa Karaya - Communication Officer

We are social, join the conversation
Twitter: Culturecentreke
Facebook: Kenya Cultural Centre incorporating Kenya National Theatre -KNT
Instagram: kenya.culturalcentre
Tiktok: Culturalcentreke
LinkedIn: The Kenya Cultural Centre
WhatsApp: 0742008677
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THE 5TH
HALL OF FAME ENTERTAINMENT
11TH September | 3pm, 6pm

“The Fifth” Play is tackling two major themes. The theme
of cancer sensitization (Leukemia) and the theme
of Information Security with the emerging trends in
phishing and cyber-attacks. It’s a quite technical play
exploring various technologies. Contrary to how the
title may be perceived by the general public, “The Fifth”
has a very minute percentage of the story inclined
towards the political disposition. However, politics
come in handy in the exposition of the major conflict. Is
Gabriella justified? Is she overdoing it? Let’s get to find
out more from the story on 11th September,2022 at
Kenya National Theatre (Main Auditorium) at 3.-00pm
and 6.00pm.

ARE MEN DOGS?
TOO FUNNY PRODUCTION
25TH September | 6.30pm

ARE MEN DOGS? is a comic stage play by too funny
production. The play is based on our local Kenya stories
of love, betrayal, trust issues, Leadership, greed and
Desperation.
In our play, we meet a girl named shaniah who met
a guy on Facebook. The girl is appealing, foxy, good
looking and moneyed. She has everything money and
power but she is desperate for love. She decides to
meet the guy she met on Facebook; hence, she travels
a long distance from Nyeri just to see him. During the
process of meeting him, she will meet other five men
whom she will attract and the five men will decide to
chase her despite not knowing her. All of five men will
have to play their cards well to win her. IS IT TRUE THAT
MEN ARE DOGS?

SIDE CHICK WIFE
LEGACY ARTS & FILM LAB PRODUCTION
28TH September | 7pm

SIDE CHICK WIFE is a Stand-Up Storytelling Show on the
Love, Dating and Marriage Scene in Nairobi. Performed
by the Bold and Controversial Storyteller Dr. Zippy
Okoth, who shares her real life experiences and stories
with a touch of humour and truth that can only be relived through her voice. She tells of mind blowing love
experiences and heartbreaks, of being wifed and side
chicked and not knowing which is what, or where she
is. Every woman and man relates coz her story is your
story. She tells it all in SIDE CHICK WIFE!
From her previous One Woman Shows ‘Stranger in my
Bed’ ‘Strange Voices’ and ‘Agatha a Hopeless Romantic’
You know this is not a show to miss.
@Sidechickwife FB, IG, Twitter

MACONDO LITERARY FESTIVAL 2022
MACONDO
30TH September - 2ND October

A 3-day literary festival on African histories and futures
featured fictional and nonfictional writing, bringing
together, for the first time on the continent, writers
from Angola, Brazil, Cameroon, Comoros, Kenya,
Mozambique, Senegal, Somalia, Tanzania, the UK,
and Zimbabwe. We invite all book lovers and reading
enthusiasts to come and meet new writers, discover
their literature, and have engaging conversations with
our authors on Africa’s histories - and how it can be the
backdrop for a future to be shaped by all.

MORE UPCOMING SHOWS

9th, 10th & 11th September

16th September

JOURNAL OF ORINA

WOMEN IN MUSIC

Stage Play

Concert

Ukumbi Mdogo

Main Auditorium

18th September

25th September

TINA LUGHANO

CONSERVATOIRE OF MUSIC

Little Miss Kenya Competition

Concert

Main Auditorium

Main Auditorium

BEST OF
AUGUST
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KIPANDE 2’s MESSAGE: VOTE AS IF YOUR LIFE DEPENDS ON IT
By MARGARETTA WA GACHERU
Liquid Arts Entertainment kept the promise
they made in early June, unlike the dirty
politicians they exposed as being so similar to
many of those who currently occupy political
seats in our local and national governments.
They all make grandiose promises and hand
out cash and other goodies on the spot, but
they rarely if ever fulfill those promises which
they quickly forget.
It was playwright and member of Liquid’s
cast, Kelvin Manda who made the promise
that he’d be writing Kipande 2 in time to have
Liquid Arts perform it just before our national
elections. That’s exactly what happened last
weekend or just two days before August 9th
Election Day.
The play unintentionally brought us a rather mixed message however, since we were frankly being told to
vote on Tuesday as it was important to exercise our democratic right. Yet what we saw in Kipande 2 was
corrupt politicians swinging back into power, subverting the one honest candidate who sincerely tried to
clean up her mayorial constituency.
It was money that sabotaged Mayor Sophia’s (Shally Mumia) efforts to do the right thing. If we recall from the
first round of Kipande, Sophia was an unlikely winner in the mayorial race. She had only been an assistant
to the real candidate Chupa (Steve Otieno) who apparently had been bumped off in a mob violence scene.
Supposedly an angry mob of anti-Chupa activists had attacked him and left him to die, which we find out
much later that they did not.
Sophia had secretly nurtured dreams of power while she had been a faithful worker for Chupa. So, we were
led to believe that she stood in his place as his representative.
As it turned out, Chupa’s “death” had been a set up from the start. He had only made a deal with the real
wheeler dealer Claudette (Wambui Faith) who had also paid off the mobsters and so-called activists to make
the scene look convincing.
Recall that Claudette is the one who stuffed the ballot box (by thousands of votes) to ensure Sophia would
win. She hadn’t expected Sophia to become a canny and credible politician who was ready to serve the
people and uplift their lives.
In Kipande 2, we discover that Mayor Sophia is true to her word. But her word isn’t strong enough to defy
Claudette’s cash which serves to sabotage every effort that Sophia makes to keep her own promise to fulfill
in her first 100 days all the hopes she had laid out for the people of her constituency.

Sophia might have gotten a few of her bills passed if she
hadn’t gone out so early to kill Claudette’s cartel and
the corruption inherent in it. Sophia also refused to give
Mama Mapesa (Veronica Mwangi) all the government
tenders that she had sought. So, nobody was pleased
with Sophia and the price she was to pay was a surprise.
Claudette was so good at working wheely deals behind
the scenes that she’d decided to come out and first sue
Mama Mapesa by exposing all her dirty linen in public
and letting a corrupt court do its work to get Mapesa
convicted and tossed into prison.
After that, Claudette who turns out to be more
determined, vengeful, far-sighted, and focused than any
of the others, cleverly became the ‘voice of the voiceless’ by suing the Mayor for not fulfilling her 100-day
promise to Mama Wanjiku (aka wananchi). That was how cleverly Sophia got sent to jail, same as Mapesa.
So now, the political roadway was cleared for Claudette to keep on quietly bribing the necessary ones which
enabled her to become the next Mayor.
What’s peculiar in the ending is how the playwright can explain how and why Claudette becomes Mayor
when there was no election. I guess one can expect her appointment would be in keeping with the reality of
that town where corruption is rife. But we don’t have a clue what Claudette will do now that she has a shot
exercising unlimited power.
In this regard, Kelvin the playwright is sending out more than just the message to think seriously and vote
like your life depended on it, since it might very well do.
The fact that Kipande 1 and 2 both have interesting corollaries or references to our own electoral situation
is sad but true. We too have a system that is rife with corruption, but we can still hope and pray that peace
and truth will prevail. So please get out and vote!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Margaretta WA Gacheru has been writing about the arts in Kenya for many
decades, starting at Hilary Ng’weno’s Weekly Review and Nairobi Times. Holding
a PhD in Sociology from Loyola University Chicago in the US and master’s
degrees from University of Nairobi in Literature and Northwestern University
in Journalism as well as from Loyola and National Louis University in Education,
Chicago. Author of ‘The Transformation of Contemporary Kenyan Art (19602010), she has been writing for BD Life magazine since early 2012.

SOURCE: Instagram @macondolitfestival
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MACONDO BOOK SOCIETY
The Macondo Book Society, a non-profit
organization registered in Kenya under the
Societies’ Act and founded by journalist Anja
Bengelstorff and award-winning Kenyan
author Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor. The
organization seeks to organize regular literary
festivals that promote literature and authors
from Africa and beyond linguistic borders, to
initiate and encourage the engagement of a
wider public with literature and its creators as
a means of societal growth.
Macondo is a fictional place in the novel “One
Hundred Years of Solitude” by Colombian
Nobel Laureate Gabriel Garcia Márquez, a
place where magical things happen.
During the first Macondo festival fin September 2019, under the Theme “Histories, stories, worlds and
words”, the organisers were attempting to re-imagine Africa’s histories through literature. Therefore, for the
first time on the continent, they invited writers from the Portuguese and English-speaking African regions to
have conversations with their Kenyan audience on aspects of African histories from an African perspective.
The histories of Africa were previously mostly known through descriptions of colonial administrators or
European missionaries, while the voices of Africans in these accounts were silent.
The 2022 festival, only the second after a 3-year break due to the Coronavirus pandemic, will additionally
feature authors from French speaking African countries such as Cameroon, Senegal and the Comoros. “The
Future of Memories”, scheduled to take place from September 30 to October 2 at the Kenya National Theatre,
will continue to highlight historical fiction on Africa, but with a deliberate look into the future.

The Macondo Book Society seeks to not only offer an opportunity for African authors (many of whom do
not write originally in English) to meet their readers and attract new ones, but also to provide a platform for
Kenyans and Africans in general for much needed and sought-after societal debates on history, belonging
and a possible future for all.

ARTIST KONA,
PAL
SEPTEMBER DIGEST

ARTIST KONA
JOSEPH NDERITU

Joseph Nderitu popularly known as shaggy
wonder is a radio host at base radio station,
comedian, actor, director, and floor manager at
Churchill show. He owns a production company
called Too Funny Production that deals with stage
plays and online skits.
Shaggy enjoys taking an idea, making it a reality,
seeing the final product and observing the
audience feedback regardless of whether it is a
simulation project or film. When undertaking a
project, shaggy is fond of seeking to have an idea
of the overall picture and identifying where his
part ultimately fits within the grand scheme of it.
Too Funny Production will stage a comic play, “ARE MEN DOGS?” at the Kenya National theatre on 25th
September 2022. The play has been written and directed by Shaggy Wonder. It will feature some of best
renowned artists in Kenya.
Phone: 0719476367
Email:nderitujoseph0701@gmail.coM

PERFORMANCES AFTER LUNCH
FEATURED POET EDITION

Performances After Lunch (PAL) held its featured poet edition on 25th August 2022. This event happens
every last Thursday of the month. An excelling artist is featured to exhibit performance skills during the
event to prepare for PAL Awards and inspire upcoming artists.
Steve the great poet was the featured poet for this event. Steve is one of PAL artists who are committed to use
their talents for social change. He has shown resilience and have ensured art is flourishing. His performance
during the event revealed the advancement in his writing and performance skills.
Notably, there are PAL Live weekly shows that happen every Thursday at the Kenya National Theatre from
1pm to 5pm. This event is free and open for both upcoming and existing artists. Free lunch is also offered.

PAL SUCCESS STORIES
Interview with Qui Qarre
Qui Qarre is one of the PAL beneficiaries of PAL
mentorship and networking programmes.
Qui Qarre is a creative who uses poetry and
storytelling as a means of activism.

How did you learn about PAL?
A friend introduced me to PAL at a different event.
It was introduced to me as a place where I could
find mentorship and guidance.

How did PAL assist you in your career?
At PAL, I was able to join a community of poets
who helped me see my art differently. I obtained
valuable mentorship from the community.

What are some of the challenges that you faced when still an upcoming artist and
how did you solve them?
Lack of information and guidance especially financially. I had to teach myself to network and to check more
art related communities online and on ground.

Word to an upcoming Artist
This is an exciting journey where you will learn so much about yourself and the world. Don’t be afraid to start
it.

Twitter: @quiqarre
Facebook: Qui Qarre
Instagram: Qui Qarre

ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICES

THE KENYA CULTURAL CENTRE INCORPORATING KENYA NATIONAL
THEATRE IS EXTENDING AN INVITATION TO YOU TO PLACE A FREE
ADVERT IN OUR NEXT ISSUE OF THE THEATRE DIGEST.
KINDLY SEND YOUR ADVERTS TO:MARKETING@KENYACULTURALCENTRE.GO.KE
KENYACULTURALC@GMAIL.COM
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